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Deferred Compensation Feedback 

1. In the last couple of months, I had the opportunity to attend the following presentation(s):

 
Response 

Percent

Response 

Count

A Nationwide Group meeting or 1:1 

meeting
5.1% 5

A Wisconsin Deferred 

Compensation Group meeting or 

1:1 meeting

26.3% 26

Both 31.3% 31

Neither, but would like to 17.2% 17

Neither, but was not interested 20.2% 20

  answered question 99

  skipped question 0

2. I currently participate in the following Deferred Compensation plan(s):

 
Response 

Percent

Response 

Count

Nationwide Deferred 

Compensation
56.6% 56

Wisconsin Deferred Compensation 

(State plan)
18.2% 18

Both 13.1% 13

Neither 12.1% 12

  answered question 99

  skipped question 0
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3. As a Nationwide participant, I have at least a portion of my contribution invested in the 

Fixed Funds option?

 
Response 

Percent

Response 

Count

Not applicable, I don't participate in 

Nationwide
18.3% 17

Yes 49.5% 46

No 22.6% 21

I don't know 9.7% 9

  answered question 93

  skipped question 6
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4. Below is the current low-fee structure available through WDC (State Plan), verses the 

current .6% - .9% fees through Nationwide: Participant Account Balance.....Monthly/Annual 

Fee $1 - $5,000........................................$0/$0 $5,001 - $25,000...............................$1/$12 

$$25,001 - $50,000...........................$2/$24 $50,001 - $100,000...........................$4/$48 

$100,001+.........................................$5.50/$66 Knowing the low fee structure above is available, 

and that you can participate in BOTH the Nationwide and WDC plans, would you be 

supportive of changing plan design with Nationwide that would ELIMINATE the .6 - .9% fees 

for a NO-Fee structure but also would ELIMINATE the GUARANTEE OF 3.5% return on Fixed 

funds (and possible get 0.0% return on fixed funds)?

 
Response 

Percent

Response 

Count

Yes, Eliminate the Guarantee 3.5% 

return for a no-fee structure
20.4% 20

No, WDC is available for low 

fees, keep the Guarantee 3.5% 

feature

36.7% 36

I don't know enough to make an 

informed decision
32.7% 32

I don't care 10.2% 10

  answered question 98

  skipped question 1
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5. Nationwide and WDC offer both pre-tax and Roth investment options, described below: o 

Pre Tax: If you choose the pre-tax option, these deferrals reduce your taxable income, 

which in turn, lowers your current state and federal income taxes. Also, any interest/gains 

you earn are tax free (until you withdraw the funds). The dollars you save in the pre tax 

option only become taxable when you receive a distribution. This is normally upon 

separation from service or retirement, when you may be in a lower income tax bracket. o 

Roth (Post Tax): If you choose the Roth (post-tax) option, your deferrals are taxable in the 

year you make them. They are not taxed when distributed. Earnings are also not taxed, 

provided that your age is at least 59 1/2 and you have held your Roth account for at least 

five years. Please comment on your investments in regards to pre-tax verses Roth:

 
Response 

Percent

Response 

Count

I have elected a Roth deduction 14.3% 14

I have not elected, but am 

considering a Roth deduction
33.7% 33

I am NOT considering a Roth 

option at this time
42.9% 42

Not applicable. I do not participate 

in deferred compensation
9.2% 9

  answered question 98

  skipped question 1
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